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Abstract 
Consider processes plit into cycles by a sequence of random times (called points). The 
standard Palm relationship between stationary processes with cycles and processes with 
stationary cycles is produced in two transparent steps: length-biasing and re-centring. It has the 
following standard intuitive interpretation: the process with stationary cycles behaves like the 
stationary one conditioned on a point at time zero. A less known modification of this 
relationship is produced by conditioning on the invariant a-algebra before length-biasing. It 
has the following intuitive interpretation: the stationary process behaves like the cycle-station- 
ary one centred at a time chosen at random on the line. The present approach leads to strong 
conditioning, limit and coupling results motivating these interpretations. 
Keywords: Palm theory; Stationarity; Shift-coupling 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents a particular approach to Palm theory (on the line). 
The standard Palm relationship is produced in two transparent steps: length- 
biasing and re-centring. A less known modification of the Palm relationship is 
produced in a similar manner. This leads to new conditioning, limit and coupling 
results. 
The paper is self-contained, only relying on basic measure-theoretic probability. No 
prior knowledge of Palm theory is assumed. 
The rest of this introduction outlines informally the two relationships and their 
intuitive interpretations and comments briefly on history. The plan of the paper is as 
follows. After establishing notation in Section 2 and stating key stationarity results in 
Section 3, we present the relationships in Sections 4 and 5 and motivate their 
interpretations in Sections 6 and 7. Proofs are deferred to Sections 8-13. Simulation 
applications are given in Section 14. The paper concludes with two appendices on 
coupling. 
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1.1. Time- and cycle-stationarity 
A process with cycles is a pair (Z, S) where Z = (Zs)-~ <s< ~ is a stochastic process 
and S = (Sk)-~<k<~ is a sequence of random times satisfying 
-~+- . . .<S_2<S_~<So<$1<. . .~oo  and S-~<O_<So 
and thought of as splitting Z into cycles. Refer to the S, as points or cycle points. Such 
a process is time-stationary if it is stationary in the ordinary sense: has the same 
distribution seen from all non-random times t. It is cycle-stationary if the cycles form 
a stationary sequence, i.e. if the process has the same distribution seen from all the 
points S, (cycle-stationarity s also called point-stationarity, event-stationarity or 
occurence-stationarity). 
We shall consider two relationships between time- and cycle-stationary processes. 
1.2. The first relationship and its interpretation 
The first relationship is obtained by letting the time-stationary process be the 
cycle-stationary one centred at random in a cycle after length-biasing the cycle-length. 
Conversely, the cycle-stationary process is the time-stationary one centred at a cycle 
point after de-length-biasing the cycle-length of the cycle containing zero (Theorem 
4.1; see Remark 4.5 for an intuitive motivation of this procedure in the regenerative 
case when the cycle-stationary process has independent cycles). 
For this relationship we prove conditioning (Theorem 6.1), limit (Theorems 6.2-6.4) 
and coupling results (Theorem 6.5) motivating the following informal "point-at-zero" 
interpretation: 
the cycle-stationary process behaves like the time-stationary 
one conditioned on a point at 0. 
1.3. The second relationship and its interpretation 
The second relationship is obtained in the same way as the first with the modifica- 
tion that the length-biasing (de-length-biasing) is done under conditioning on the 
invariant a-algebra J while the two processes agree in distribution on J (Theorem 
5.1). 
For this relationship we establish limit results (Theorem 7.1) motivating the follow- 
ing informal "centring-at-random" interpretations: 
the cycle-stationary process behaves like the time-stationary 
one centred at a cycle point chosen at random; 
the time-stationary process behaves like the cycle-stationary 
one centred at a time in ( -  ~ ,  ~)  chosen at random. 
This interpretation is also motivated by a shift-coupling result (Theorem 7.2) saying 
that: 
the two processes can be represented as the same process centred differently. 
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1.4. Historical comments 
The first relationship is a process version of the standard Palm relationship (see 
Palm, 1943; Kinchine, 1955; Ryll-Nardzewski, 1961; Neveu, 1976; Kallenberg, 1983; 
Matthes et al., 1978; Franken et al., 1981; Rolski, 1981; Brandt et al., 1990; Baccelli and 
Br6maud, 1994). This relationship is usually obtained in one step through the 
so-called inversion formula (see Remark 4.2). The present biasing and re-centring 
approach goes back to Thorisson (1981, 1992). For a similar two-step approach in 
a canonical point process etting, see Nieuwenhuis (1989, 1994). 
The second relationship is not as well known (see Nawrotzki, 1978; Glynn and 
Sigman, 1992; Nieuwenhuis, 1994, 1993; Miyazawa and Nieuwenhuis, 1994; go be- 
yond a point-sequence to random measures). The path of this author from the first 
relationship to the second went through work on shift-coupling (see Aldous and 
Thorisson, 1993; and Thorisson, 1994). 
In the past there has been some confusion regarding these two relationships and 
their interpretations. It seems that the distinction between them was first noted by 
Nawrotzki (1978), a paper that should have been given more attention. When Palm 
introduced his theory in 1943 he was aiming at the "centring-at-random" interpreta- 
tion, see his Ch. 2. However, the "point-at-zero" interpretation became dominant 
which is natural in a way since it is the correct interpretation of the standard Palm 
relationship. But most work in this field has been done assuming ergodicity (i.e. that 
J is trivial) in which case the two relationships clearly coincide (see Remark 5.2 for the 
exact condition for coincidence). 
For a fuller historical discussion and for a "practitioners view", see Sigman (1994), 
where the above shift-coupling result is used regularly throughout the text. 
2. Measure-free framework 
Let (f2, ~)  be the measurable space supporting the process Z = (Z+)_+ . . . .  and 
the sequence of times S = (Sk)-~. <k < ~. No probability measure will be introduced in 
this section. 
We shall allow Z to have a general state space (E, eg) but in order to be able to carry 
out random centring we assume that Z is path measurable. This means that Z is 
a measurable mapping from (f2, o~) to a path space (H, ~)  where H is a time-shift- 
invariant subset of E (- ~" +1, i.e. 
{(z,+~)_~ . . . . .  : z~H} =H,  tE ( - , : c ,  oc), 
is the a-algebra on H generated by the projection mappings {z~z~: 
t ~( -  ~ ,  vc)], i.e. 
= H~g ( ~.~1, 
and H is such that (with ~'1 . . . .  ~ denoting the Borel subsets of ( -  3c, ~)) the 
mapping 
(z, t) ---, z, is Yg ® ~( :,. :~/g measurable. 
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For more on path-measurability see the Appendix of Thorisson (1992). Here we only 
point out that it covers the standard case when (E, g) is Polish and the paths are 
D-valued. 
Regard S as a measurable mapping from (f2, ~-) to the sequence space (K, 3f') where 
g = {s = (Sk) -oo<k<o 0 E ( - -  (30, o0)++-~: - -  o(3 ~ . . .  < S_  2 < S_  1 
<0_<So <s~ < ...---, oo } 
+oo and o,Y" are the Borel subsets of K, i.e. ~ = K c~ ,~-oo.oo~. These times split Z into 
cycles (Zs._ ~ + s)o ~ s < x. where 
X. = S, - S,_ 1 = the cycle lengths. 
Thus Xo is the length of the cycle containing 0. 
For t e ( -  oo, oo), put 
Nt=n if and only if te(S._~,S.] .  
Denote the relative position (from the right) of t in (SN,- ~, SN,] by 
U, = (SN, - t)/X~, 
and denote (Z, S) centred at t (or shifted by t) 
O,(Z, S) = ((Z,+J_ ~ . . . . .  (SN,+, - t)_~ <.<®). 
The re-centring step. Define 
(Z °, S °) = Oso(Z, S) (thus (Z °, S °) has a point at zero) 
and 
U = Uo (thus U is [0, 1) valued). 
Conversely, when (Z °, S °) and U are given we obtain (Z, S) as follows: 
(Z, S) = O_vx~(Z °,S°). (thus Xo = XS) 
Note that (Z, S) and (Z °, S °) have the same cycles while S. = UX8 + S °. 
The pair (Z, S) is a measurable mapping from (t2, ~)  to (H x K, ~ ® ~ff). Let 
~® ~Y+ denote the class of all measurable functions from (H x K, ~,~ ®,Y l )  to 
([0, oo), ~[o, ~). Define the invariant a-algebra on (H x K, a~ff ® ~K) by 
J=  {B e J~® X:  O, - IB=Bfora l l  te ( -~,  ~)} 
and the invariant a-algebra of (Z, S) by 
J = (z, s ) - ' j  = {{(z, s) ~B}: B ~ J} .  
Proposit ion 2.1. For any finite time T supported by (f2, ~)  it holds that 
{O~(Z,S)~B} = {(Z,S)~B},  B~j .  (2.1) 
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Proof. For B ~ J we have 
{0T(Z,S) sB} = U {0,tZ, S) B, r= t} 
- -oO<t< c£ 
= U {IZ, 
Corollary 2.1. For any finite time T supported by (f2, ~-) it holds that J is the invariant 
a-algebra of OT(Z, S). In particular, J is the invariant a-algebra of (Z °, S°). 
3. Key stationarity results 
Last section was measure free. In this section we add a probabil ity measure P to 
(f2, ~) ,  i.e. assume that (Z, S) is supported by the probabil ity space (f2, o~, p). 
Call (Z, S) time-stationary if it is stationary in the ordinary sense: 
Or(Z, S) =t~(Z, S), - oo < t < ~,  ( =D denotes identity in distribution). 
Call (Z, S) cycle-stationary if the cycles form a stationary sequence or equivalently if
Os,(Z, S) =D(Z °, S°), - oo < n < oo. 
The first theorem states that the intensity of a t ime-stationary point-stream equals the 
mean of one over the time-stationary point-distance. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  (Z, S) is time-stationary then 
E[Nt] = E[1/Xo]t,  -oo  < t < oo. 
Proof. See Section 8. 
Remark 3.1. If (Z, S) is t ime-stationary then P(So = 0) = E[No]  = 0. 
The last statement of the next theorem has the following intuitive explanation. One 
can think of the centre of a t ime-stationary (Z, S) as picked at random in ( -  ~ ,  oo). 
The relative position of 0 in (S_ ~, So] should therefore be uniform and independent of 
(Z °, S°). (This basic fact should be better known; for an early reference see McFadden 
(1962).) 
Theorem 3.2. The pair (Z, S) is time-stationary if and only if the following holds: 
E[f(Os,(Z, S))/Xo] = E[ f (Z  °, S°)/Xo], f~  ® o,T "+, - oo < n < oo, (3.1) 
and U is uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°). 
Proof. See Section 9. 
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Remark 3.2. If (Z, S) is time-stationary then the a-algebra J is independent of the 
variable U since J is contained in a{(Z °, S°)} = (Z °, SO) - 1 jog ® o,~ by Corollary 2.1. 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are what we need for the first relationship. For the second we 
need in addition the following straightforward esult. 
Theorem 3.3. (a) (Z, S) is time-stationary if and only if it is so under P('I J). 
(b) The formula (3.1) holds if and only if it holds with E replaced by E[ ' I J ] .  
(c) (Z, S) is cycle-stationary if and only if it is so under P( ' I J ) .  
Proof. See Section 10. 
Corollary 3,1. (Z, S) is time-stationary under P('[ J )  if and only if U is uniform on [0, 1) 
and independent of (Z °, S °) under P(' I  J )  and (3.1) holds with E replaced by E[ ' I  J ] .  
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.2, parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3, and Remark 3.2. 
4. The first relationship 
The re-centring step in the construction ofthe first relationship was taken in Section 
2. We are now ready for the biasing (or Radon-Nykodym derivative, or change of 
measure) step. Note that the order in which the steps are taken does not matter. 
The biasing step. Let P1 and P] be probability measures on (f2, ~)  such that 
E I [1 /Xo]< ~ and E~[Xo]< 
and such that 
dP~/dP1 = 1/(Xo E1 [1/Xo]) (de-length-biasing) (4.1) 
or equivalently 
dP1/dP~ = Xo/E~ [Xo]. (length-biasing). (4.1 °) 
The following theorem establishes a one-one correspondence b tween time-station- 
ary processes with cycles having finite intensity and cycle-stationary processes having 
finite mean cycle-lengths. The "point-at-zero" interpretation fthis correspondence is 
motivated in Section 6. (See Remark 4.5 below for an informal explanation of the fact 
that (4.2 ° ) implies (4.2).) 
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Theorem 4.1. It holds that 
(Z, S) is time-stationary under P1 (4,2) 
if and only if 
(Z °, S °) is cycle-stationary under P~ 
(4.T') 
and U is uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°). 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.2; see Section 11. 
Remark 4.1. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4,2 °), holds. Then applying Theorem 3.1 
for the first identity and (4.1 °) for the second yields 
E1 [N, ]  = E,[1/Xo]  = 1/e;[Xo]. 
Remark 4.2. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2°), holds. Combining (4.1 c,), 
(Z, S)= O-vxo (Z °, S °) and (4.2 o) yields the standard "inversion formula": 
E, [ f (Z ,S ) ]=E;  f(Os(Z,S°))ds E~[Xo], fe~®~ , 
and combining (4.1), Proposition 8.2(b) below and Remark 4.1 yields its reversal: 
I? 1/ E°rrtz°~ L J1 , S°)] = E, ~ S)) E l [N1],  f s Jg®of f  +. k= 
These formulas are the standard efinition of the Palm relationship between distribu- 
tions of time- and cycle-stationary processes. Thus the present wo-step re-centring 
and biasing approach yields the same relationship. 
Remark 4.3. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2 °), holds. Under /}1 both So and 
- -S  1 are distributed according to G defined by 
G(y) = E~Ey A Xo]/E?EXo] = P?(Xo > s) ds/E?[Xo], ye [0, oo), 
since So = UXo and -S_  ~ = (1 - U)Xo and thus, due to Theorem 3.2, 
P, (UXo_< y) = P , ( (1  - U)Xo <_ y) = E, [Y  ^ Xo/Xo] = E?Ey ^  Xo]/E?EXo]. 
Remark 4.4. Suppose (4.2 °) holds and let (Z*, S*) be (H x K, 9~ ® ~{)-valued and 
supported by some probability space (O*, o~*, P*). Then (Z*, S*) has the same 
distribution as (Z, S) governed by P1 if and only if 
Uo* is uniform on [0, 1) and independent of Os~(Z*, S*), 
P*(Os~tZ*, S*)e .IX* = x)= P;((z °, S°)e IXo  = x), 
P*(X~' ~dx) = xP~(Xo edx)/E~EXo]. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Remark 4.5. Here is an informal explanation i the regenerative case of the fact that 
time-stationarity follows from (4.2 °) after the length-biasing in (4.1 °). Suppose the 
cycles of (Z °, S °) are not only stationary but also independent (under P = P* = P~). 
Imagine we could pick a point ~ at random in ( -  ~ ,~). Then (Z*, S*) = O¢(Z °, S °) 
should be time-stationary and 
The relative position of ~ in the cycle it picks should be uniform and independent 
of the process centred at its right end point, i.e. (4.3) should hold. 
The picking of the cycle is length biased but given the cycle-length x, the process 
centered at its right end point should behave like (Z °, S °) given Xo = x, i.e. (4.4) 
should hold. 
By the law of large numbers the relative number of cycles having length x is 
P(Xo ~ dx) and the probability of picking a particular such cycle is proportional 
to x. Thus P(X~edx)  should be proportional to xP(Xo edx), i.e. (4.5) should 
hold. 
Note that this informal argument does not work in the general cycle-stationary case 
since it relies on the law of large numbers. For the argument o work we must 
condition on J ,  see Section 5. 
5. The second relationship 
The re-centring step in the construction of the second relationship was taken in 
Section 2 and is the same as in the construction ofthe first relationship but the biasing 
step is done conditionally on J .  Note again that the order in which the steps are taken 
does not matter. 
The biasing step. Let P2 and P2 ° be probability measures on (f2, #-) such that 
Ez[1 /So l J ]  < ~ a.s. P2 and E~[Xo l J ]  < ~ a.s. P2 
and such that 
dP2/dP2 = 1/(Xo E2 [1/Xo I J ] )  (de-length-biasing conditionally on J )  (5.1) 
or equivalently 
dPz/dP~ = Xo/E~[Xo lJ ] .  (length-biasing conditionally on J )  (5.1 o) 
The following theorem establishes a one-one correspondence between time- 
stationary processes with cycles having finite intensity conditionally on J 
and cycle-stationary processes with finite mean cycle-lengths conditionally on J .  
The "centring-at-random" interpretation of this correspondence is motivated in 
Section 7. 
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Theorem 5.1. It holds that 
(Z, S) is time-stationary under P2 (5.2) 
if and only if 
(Z °, S °) is cycle-stationary under P~ (5.2o) 
and U is uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°). 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.1: see Section 11. 
Remark 5.1. Note that 
P2=P~ on J  (5.3) 
and for all non-negative measurable Y supported by (f2, ~)  
E~[ Y[ J ]  = E2 [ Y/Xo I J ] /E2 [1 /Xo l J ] ,  (5.4) 
EE [E l i ]  = E~[YXo I J ] /E~[Xo I J ] .  (5.4 o) 
Remark 5.2. The two relationships coincide, i.e. 
P I=P2c~P]=P~,  
if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions hold: 
Pl = P ;  on J ,  
E f [Xo l J ]  = E~[Xo] a.s. e l ,  
E2[1/XoI J  ] = Ez[1/Xo] a.s. P2- 
In particular, these conditions hold when J is trivial. 
6. Interpretation of the first relationship 
In the introduction we announced an intuitive "point-at-zero" interpretation of the 
correspondence established in Theorem 4.1. This interpretation can now be for- 
mulated as follows: 
"P1 ((z, s)~ "lSo = O) = P f ( ( z  °, S°)~ -)". (6.1) 
This of course does not have an immediate meaning because PI (So = 0) = 0. In this 
section we present several results motivating (6.1). 
The following theorem is the key result on which the rest of this section relies. It also 
provides a motivation for the point-at-zero interpretation: put s = 0 in the third 
identity to obtain (6.1). Since the identity only holds a.e. P1 (So e ds) the motivation is 
still informal. However, sending s to 0 provides a formal one. 
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2 o), holds. Then, for s ~ ( - oo, oo), 
P , ( (z  °, s°)~ ' lSo = s) = P?( (z  °, s°)~ ' lXo  > s), 
P , ( (z  °, s°)~ " IS- ,  = - s) = P? ( (z  °, s°)~ ' lXo  > s), 
P l ( (Z ,S )e ' lSo  = s) = P?(O_s(Z °,S°)G' IXo > s), 
PI ( (Z ,S)G' IS -1  = - s) = P?(Os(Z °, S°)e' IX~ > s), 
in the sense that the right-hand sides are versions of the left-hand sides (as functions of s). 
Proof. See Section 12. 
Remark 6.1. The informal argument in Remark 4.5 yields the following explanation 
of Theorem 6.1. Suppose, after picking ~ on the line, you have to wait a time s for the 
next cycle-point. Then the cycle where ¢ lies should behave like a (Z °, S °) cycle having 
length > s. Thus the first identity in Theorem 6.1 should hold. 
The limit result in the following theorem gives a strong motivation for the point at 
zero interpretation: if the time-stationary process has a point close to zero and its 
centre is moved to that point then it is close to the cycle-stationary process in the sense 
of liminf of measures. The total variation result is known, see display (6.2.1) in Bacceili 
and Br6maud (1994). (The total variation orm of the difference of two finite measures 
/~ and /~' having the same mass, are for example both probability measures, is 
II ~ - ~' II = 2 SHpA Ig(A) - /Y (A) [ . )  
Theorem 6.2. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2 o), holds. Then 
P?( (z  °, s° )e . ,  Xo > t) < l ' l ( ( z  °, s° )e  l So  _< t) 
<_ e?( (z  °, s° )e  . ) /e?(Xo > t), t > o, 
which yields, with A denotin9 reatest common component (or infimum) of measures, 
A el((Z°, S°)~ "IS0 --- u) TPl°((Z ¢, S°)G ') as t~,0 
o<u<_t 
and in particular 
PI((Z °, S°)e'[So < t )~ P~I((Z °, S°)G ") in total variation as t J, O. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.1, see Section 12. 
Remark 6.2. In the first two identities of Theorem 6.1 and in Theorem 6.2 we may 
replace (Z °, S °) by any random element Y such that (E  Xo) is independent of U since 
this is the only property of (Z °, S °) used in the proofs. 
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The limit result in the following theorem involves the time-stationary process in 
a more direct way: if the time-stationary process has a point close to zero and the 
centre of the two processes i blurred slightly then the time-stationary is close to the 
cycle-stationary in the sense of lira inf of measures. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2 °), holds. Then,,/'or h > O, 
P~(Os(Z ~, S°)e ", Xo > t) ds - P~(Os(Z ~,SD)~ ")ds/P~(Xo > t) 
! 
.h fh 
< J[oPl(Os(Z'S)e'lS° < t)ds < -,P~(Os(Z°'S°)e')ds/P~(X° >t), t>O,  
which yields 
/~ PI(O~(Z, S)e "lSo < u)ds ? P~(O,(Z °, S°)e .)ds as t•O 
O<u<_t~O 
and in particular 
f~Px(O,(Z,S)~ f f  P;(O~(Z°,S°)~ ')ds in total variation as t +0. B ~ S 0 <_ t) ds ~ 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.2, see Section 12. 
Remark 6.3. The above "convergence after time-smoothing" has the following centr- 
ing-at-random formulation: with V uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z, S) under 
both P1 and P ;  we have, for h > 0, 
A Pl(Ovh(Z,S)e "lSo ~ s)TP;(Ovh(Z°,S°)e "), t~O, 
O<s<_t 
and, in particular, 
Pl(Ovh(Z, S)e "lSo < t )~ P~(Ovh(Z °,S°)e ") in total variation t+0. 
Weakening the convergence enables us to involve the processes directly (i.e. without 
blurring or moving to the next point) and obtain the following standard motivation 
for (6.1). 
Theorem 6.4. Let (E, g) be Polish and the paths D-valued. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently 
(4.2 °), holds. Then 
PI((Z,S)~'[So <_t)~ P~((Z°,S°)~') weakly as tj, O. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.2, see Section 12. 
Finally, here is a coupling motivation for the point at zero interpretation. 
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Theorem 6.5. Suppose (4.2), or equivalently (4.2 °), holds. Then there is a probability 
space (~, ~', P) supporting a strictly positive random variable T and, for each t > O, 
a pair (Z t, S t) such that 
P((z ' ,  s')~ .) = P l ( (Z  °, s°)~-ISo _< t), t > o, 
(Z t, S') = (Z r, st) ,  for t <_ T, 
#((z  ~, s ~) ~ .) = p~( (z  °, s°)~ .). 
Proof. Put 
l'~ = P~((Z °, S°)~ "), 
lt, = PI( (Z°,S°)e "IS0 -< 1/t), t~(O, oo). 
By Theorem 6.2 it holds that At_<~ <~./1~ T#oo as t ~ or. By Theorem A.1 in Appendix 
A this is equivalent to the desired coupling claim (put T = I/M). 
7. Interpretation of the second relationship 
In the introduction we announced an intuitive "centring-at-random" interpretation 
of the correspondence established in Theorem 5.1. This interpretation can now be 
formulated as follows: imagine ¢ is uniformly distributed on the whole line ( -  ~ ,  c~) 
and independent of (Z, S) under both P2 and P[; then 
"P~((Z °, S°)~ ") = P2(Osm(Z, S)~ .)", (7.1) 
"P2 ((z, s )e  .) = p~(0¢(z °, s °) ~ .)". (7.1 °) 
Certainly this does not have an immediate meaning because random variables 
uniform on the whole line do not exist. The following theorem gives meaning to (7.1) 
and (7.1°). See Glynn and Sigman (1992) for a one-sided version of this limit result. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose (5.2), or equivalently (5.2 °), holds. Then the following limit results 
hold in total variation and uniformly in n and t, respectively: 
m--I 
m -1 ~ P2(Os , .k (Z ,S )e . )4P~((Z° ,S° )e . )  asm~oo,  (7.2) 
k=O 
h -1 P~(Ot+~(Z°,S°)e ' )ds~P2((Z,S)e ' )  as h~ oo. (7.2 ° ) 
Proof. This follows from P2 = P~ on J ;  see Section 13. 
Remark 7.1. These time-average r sults can be re-written in the following centr- 
ing-at-random form. Let V be uniform on [0, 1] and independent of (Z, S) under both 
P2 and P2 °. Then the following holds uniformly in n 
P2(Os.,v.,(Z, S)e . )4  P~((Z °, S°)e .) in total variation as m~ oo, (7.3) 
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and the following holds uniformly in t 
P~(Ot+vh(Z °, S°)e ")'-" P2((Z, S)e ") in total variation as h~ oc. (7.3 ° ) 
Remark 7.2. In this case total variation convergence is equivalent to lim inf conver- 
gence. 
The following shift-coupling result gives a surprisingly strong explanation of (7.1) 
and (7.1°): the two processes can be represented asa single process centred ifferently. 
Theorem 7.2. Suppose (5.2), or equivalently (5.2°), holds. Then there is a probability 
space (f2, ~ , / i )  supporting a pair (2~, S) and an integer-valued random variable M such 
that 
#((2, ~)e .) = p~((z, s )e  .), 
#(o~,(2, ~)e .) = p~((z °, s°)e .). 
Proof. This follows from P2 = P~ on J ;  see Section 13 and Appendix B. 
Remark 7.3. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that time- and cycle-stationarity s preser- 
ved under conditioning on any sub-a-algebra of J .  Thus for each such sub-a-algebra 
there is a relation between time- and cycle-stationary processes. If we e.g. consider the 
right-sided invariant a-algebra J÷ (the intersection of J and the forward tail a- 
algebra) then the resulting dual measures coincide on J+ and the results of Aldous 
and Thorisson (1993) and Thorisson (1994) show that (7.2) and (7.2 °) hold with the 
two-sided shift replaced by the right-sided shift. However, this is also true for the 
second relationship which shows that: given the cycle-stationary process the time- 
stationary limit will be the same in both cases. Thus the time-stationary dual is the 
same in both cases, i.e. conditioning on J+ leads to the same relationship as 
conditioning on J .  (Conjecture: under stationarity .P" is trivial conditionally on J+ .) 
8. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Theorem 3.1 follows from Proposition 8.2(b) below by taking f= 1. 
Proposition 8.1. I f  (Z, S) is time-stationary then 
(8.1) 
Proofi First suppose f< a. Since N~ = 0 for 0 < s < So and So < Xo we have 
f~ °ft0~(z, s))/xNs < (So/Xo)a <_ a. ds 
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Thus the expectation of the left-hand side is finite which allows us to take the final 
step in 
tE[f(Z,S)/Xo]=flE[f(Os(Z,S))/Xu.]ds=E[flf(O~(Z,S))/Xu, ds ]
= F.[ff°f(Os(Z, ))/xu, as]+ Elf% f(O~(Z, S))/Xus as] 
while the first is due to time-stationarity. Again by time-stationarity 
F.[ ff°f(os(z, s))/x~, as]= E[fS~'f(O~(Z, S))/Xu~ as] 
and thus (8.1) is established for f bounded. In order to remove the boundedness 
restriction replace f by f ^ a in (8.1) and apply monotone convergence once on the 
left-hand side and twice on the right-hand side to complete the proof. 
Proposition 8.2. If (Z, S) is time-stationary then 
(a) U is uniformly distributed on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°); 
(b) tE[f(Z°,S°)/Xo] =E f(Os~(Z,S , feYg®~ff  + - oo <t< oo 
k 1 
Proof. The theorem is equivalent to the following: for all non-negative measurable 
real functions g and all fe  ~ N ~ + it holds that 
tE[9(U)f(Z°,S°)/Xo] = ( f~O(x)dx)(E[  ~= f(Osk(Z,S))l). 
In order to establish this apply Proposition 8.1 to obtain the first equality in 
F (.s~, ] 
t E[9(U) f (Z°' S°)/X°] = EL JSo 9(V~) f (Os'(Z' S))/Xu~ ds 
= E[k~=f(Osk(Z,S))(fsllg(U~)/X~ds)] 
and then note that 
g(Us)/Xk ds = g(Us~_, +,)/Xk ds = - = 
k- I  
9. Proof of Theorem 3.2 
9.1. Proof of the only-if part 
Due to Proposition 8.2(a) it only remains to prove that if (Z, S) is time-stationary 
then 
E[f(Os.(Z,S))/Xo] = E[f(Z°,S°)/Xo], fegg~ ®o,~K +, - oo < n < oo. 
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For that purpose let fbe  bounded. Proposition 8.2(b) yields the first identity in 
IN, ] E[f(Os.(Z, S))/Xo] = E ~ f(Os~+.(Z, S)) 
k=l  
Nl n ] IN  ] ~., f(Os.(Z, S)) + E ~ f(Os~(Z, S)) . 
k=Nl+l  k=n+l  
Because of time-stationarity and as No = 0 a.s. 
El  N~n S,)I E l  N~n S,, 1 EIk~lf'Osk (Z, S" 1. Lk=N,+lf(Osk(Z, = Lk=Uo+xf(Osk( Z, = 
Thus 
E[f(Os.(Z, S))/Xo]= EIk~=lf(Os ~(Z, S)) 1. 
Since the right-hand side does not depend on n we have established the desired result 
for f bounded. In order to remove that restriction, apply monotone convergence. 
9.2. Proof of the if-part 
Take an fe  9¢g ® off to obtain 
E[ f  (O,(Z, S))] = E [ f  (O,_vxo(Z°, S°))] = E l i ' -  xof (Os(Z°' S°))ds/X° ]
where the second step is due to U being uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°). 
For any a < b and x < y it holds that 
[a,b) c~[x ,y ) -x=[ (avx)Ay , (bAy)  vx) -x  
= [ (a -  x) + A (y - -  x),(b - x) + A (y - -  X)) (9.1) 
and taking [a, b) = [t - Xo, t) and [x, y) = [X1 + ..- + Xk, X1 + "'" + Xk+O yields 
(Z °, S °)) ds = f (O~ Os, (Z, S)) ds. 
-X -o~oX~,,^lt Xo ..... XD* 
Due to (3.1), 
E f(O~ Osk (Z, S)) ds/X o 
LJx~+, ^. -  Xo .. . . .  xo + 
= E Xo~ f(O~(Z ,S°))ds/Xo . LdX, Ait--X ~ .... " 
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(9.1) with [a, b) = [t -- X_k . . . . .  Xo, t - -X -k+l  . . . . .  Xo) and Applying 
[x, y) = [0, X1) yields the second identity in 
E[f(O,(Z, S))] = e f(O~(Z °, S°))ds/Xo 
- oo L Jx ,  ^ ( t -  x k . . . . .  XoV 
Hence E[f(O,(Z,S))] does not depend on t for any fe ) f f®of  +, i.e. (Z,S) is  
time-stationary. 
10. Proof of Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3(a) follows from Proposition 10.1 below while parts (b) and (c) follow by 
taking Y = 1/Xo and Y = 1, respectively, and T = S, in Proposition 10.2. 
Proposition 10.1. The pair (Z, S) is time-stationary if and only if it is time-stationary 
conditionally on J ,  i.e. if and only if 
E[f(O,(Z,S))IJ] = E [ f (Z ,S ) [ J ]  a.s., fe~,ut~®;)g "+, - ~ < t < ~.  (10.1) 
Proof. Clearly the if-part holds. In order to prove the converse note that if (Z, S) is 
time-stationary then for B e ~ ® of, fe  ~ ® of  + and - ~ < t < ~ we have 
E[T(O,(Z, S))I {O,(Z, S)e B} ] = E[ f  (Z, S) I {(Z, S)e B}]. 
This yields the following reformulation of (10.1): for Be J ,  fe~"®of  + and 
- -oo  < t <  cx3 
E[f(O,(Z, S))1 {(Z, S)eB}] = E[f(Z,  S) I {(Z, S)eB}]. 
Proposition 10.2. Let Y be a non-neoative random variable and T a finite random time. 
Then 
E[ f  (OT(Z, S)) Y] = E[ f  (Z °, S °) r], feo~ ® of+, (10.2) 
if and only if 
Elf(Or(Z, S)) Y I J ]  = E [ f (  Z°, S°) YI J] ,  fe .~ ® of+. (10.3) 
Proof. Clearly (10.3) implies (10.2). In order to establish the converse note that (10.2) 
implies that for each B e a¢' ® of  and fe  ~ ® of  + 
E[f(Or(Z, S)) Y1 {Or(Z, S) e B}] = EEf(Z °, S °) Y1 {(Z °, S°)e B}]. 
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Restrict B to A t and use Proposition 2.1 to obtain the following reformulation of 
(10.3): 
E[f(OT(Z, 8)) Y1 (A)] = E[ f (Z  °, S °) Y1 (A)], A e J ,  fE ,~ ® .~ +. 
1 I. Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 
11.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
Note that the statement (4.2 ° ) holds if and only if for each non-negative measurable 
real function 0, each fe  ~ ® ~,~ + and - ~ < n < ~ it holds that 
( ; )  Ef [9(U)f(Os.(Z, S))] = 9(x)dx Ef [ f (Z  °, S°)], 
which due to (4.1) holds if and only if 
( ; )  E1 [o(w)f(os.(z, s))/Xo] = o(x)dx E, I f (  , S°)/Xo]. 
Thus (4.2 °) is equivalent to the following claim: under PI it holds that U is uniform on 
[0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S °) and 
El [f(Os,(Z, S))/Xo] = E1 [ f (Z  °, S°)/Xo], fe  ~ ® ~ +, - oe < n < oc, 
which due to Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to (4.2). 
11.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1 
By Theorem 3.3(a), the statement (5.2) holds if and only if 
(Z, S) is time-stationary under P: ('l J ) .  (11.1) 
By Theorem 3.3(c) and Remark 3.2 the statement (5.2 °) holds if and only if 
under P~( . I J )  it holds that (Z °, S °) is cycle-stationary 
(11.1 ° ) 
and U is uniform on [0, 1) and independent of (Z °, S°). 
Thus it only remains to establish the equivalence of(l 1.1) and (11.1 ° ). This follows by 
repeating the proof of Theorem 4.1 with (4.2 °) replaced by (11.1°), E~ ° by Ef [ ' l J ] ,  
(4.1) by (5.4), E~ by E2 [ ' ] J ] ,  Theorem 3.2 by Corollary 3.1, and (4.2) by (11.1). 
12. Proof of Theorems 6.1-6.4 
12.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1 
We start by proving the following reformulation of the first identity in 
Theorem 6.1: for all non-negative measurable real functions h and all f~ J t  ~ ® A~ ÷ 
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it holds that 
E, [h(So)g:(So)] = E, [h (So) f (Z  °, S°)] (12.1) 
where g: is defined by 
Z ° gy(s) = E~ [ f (  ,S° ) fXo  > s], s > 0. (12.2) 
Use (12.2) and Remark 4.3 to take the first step in 
io ~ Z ° E1 [h(So)g:(So)] = h(s)E~ [ f (  , S°)IXo > s] P1 ° (Xo > s)/E? [Xo] ds 
Zos  o =E;  f (  , ) h(s) l{Xo >s}ds  E; l -Xo] 
[ fo ] Z o =E,  f (  ,S  ° ) h (s ) l{Xo  >s}ds /Xo  
= E, [h (So) f (Z  °, S°)] 
while the last is due to So = UXo,  the uniformity of U and its independence of
(Z °, S°). Thus (12.1) holds, i.e. the first identity is established. The second follows from 
the first since it holds that ((Z °, S°), UXo)  and ((Z °, S°), (1 - U)Xo)  have the same 
distribution. In order to establish the third identity use the first to take the second 
step in 
PI((Z, S)e "IS0 = s) = P,(O_~(Z °, s°)e  lSo  = s) = P;  (O_s(z °, S°)e • IXo > s). 
Finally, in order to establish the fourth identity use the second to take the second 
step in 
PI((Z, S)E .IS_, = - s) = P,(OsO_xo(Z °, S°)e " IS - ,  = - s) 
= Pl°(O~O-xo(Z °, S°)e "[Xo > s) 
= P,° (Os(Z° ,S°)e ' IX I  >s) 
while the last is due to cycle-stationarity. 
12.2. Proof o f  Theorem 6.2 
With A ~ W ® ~ put 
h(s) = P,°((Z °, S° )~AIXo  > s) = ex°((Z °, S°)~Z,  go  > s)/Pl°(So > s). 
Applying the first identity in Theorem 6.1 yields P1 ((Z o, S °)e AlSo) = h (So) and thus 
P I ( (Z  °, S° )eA ISo  < t) = E~[h(So)lSo < t]. 
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On {So < t} we have 
PI°((Z °, S°)~A, Xo > t) <_ h(So) <_ PI°((Z °, S°)eA)/P~(Xo > t). 
Taking conditional expectation given {So _< t} yields the desired inequalities while the 
common component limit result follows by noting that 
PI((Z°,S°)~AISo <u)> PI°((Z~,S°)~A, Xo >t), u<_t. 
12.3. Proof of Theorem 6.3 
We have 
I F  1 ] I ;  ) dsSo ) =El {O~(Z°,S°)eA}ds So <_t -E l  {O~(Z°,S°)eA} <_ t 
-So -S 
> PI(O~(Z°,S°)eAISo <_t)ds- P~(OAZ°,S°)eAISo <_t)ds 
0 - t  
2 ; > ~(Os(Z°,S°)eA, Xo > t )ds -  P~(O~(Z°,S°)sA)ds/P~(Xo >t)- t  
where the final inequality is due to the inequalities in Theorem 6.2. The other 
inequality is obtained in a similar manner. The lim inf result follows from 
lP l (Os(Z,  S )eA IS  o <_ u)ds 
> P~(O~(Z °, S°)eA, Xo > t)ds - P~(O,(Z °, S°)eA)ds/P~ (Xo > t) 
0 - t  
for u_< t. 
12.4. Proof of Theorem 6.4 
Let fe  Of ® aug + be bounded and continuous. Due to the total variation limit result 
in Theorem 6.2 we have 
El [f(Z °, S°)I So <_ t] ~ E; [f(Z °, S°))] as t $0 
and thus it only remains to prove 
IE, [ f (Z  °, S°)ISo <_ t] - E1 [f(Z, S)ISo <_ t]l ~ 0 as t~O. 
For that purpose define a mappingfheof  ® of+ by 
fh(') = sup0<~<h I f ( ' )  --f(0-~('))[. 
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The D(- -~,~)-shi f t  is continuous and t~  N, is left-continuous and thus fh+0 
point-wise as h ~0 which (together with the boundedness offh) yields the final step in 
IE, [ f (Z  °, S°)lSo <_ t] - E, [ f (Z ,  S)I So _< t]l 
_< E, [ I f (Z  °, S °) - f (Z ,  S)llSo _< t] 
<_E~[fh(Z °,S°) lSo <t]  fo rh>t  
--~Ef [ fh(Z°,S°)]  as tJ, O 
--*0 as h~,0 
while the second last step is due to the total variation limit result in Theorem 6.2. 
13. Proof of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 
Proposition 13.1. It holds that Be~ if and only if 
B={Osk(z ,s )~B},  -~  <k<~.  (13.1) 
Proof. In order to establish the only-if-part note that B e /y ie lds  the second step in 
B = U-oo<,<oo{(z ,s )~B,  Sk = t} = U-~<t<~o{Ot(z , s )~B,  sk = t} 
= U_oo<t<oo{Os , (z , s )~B,s ,=t}  = {O, , ( z , s )~B},  -oo  < k < oo. 
In order to establish the if-part, suppose (13.1) holds. Define r(z, s) = 0~o(Z, s) and 
n, = n,(z, s) = n if and only if t e(s._ 1, s,]. Then clearly 
0s.,(z, s) = ~0,(z, s) 
while taking k = 0 in (13.1) yields {r(z, s)eB} = {(z, s)~B}. Apply this to obtain the 
final two steps in 
B = U_o~ . . . .  {(z ,s)eB,  n, = n} 
= U-~<,<~{0,-(z,s)6B, nt = n} 
= {o,.(z, s)~B} = {~0,(z, s)~B} = {0,(z, s)~B}. 
13.1. Proof of  Theorem 7.2 and the limit result (7.2) in Theorem 7.1 
In order to apply Theorem B.1 in Appendix B we must show that for all shift- 
invariant subsets A of (~  ® :,~) ± ~ it holds that 
Pz ((Os~ (Z, S))_ ~ <k < ~ ~ A) = P~ ((Os~ (Z, S))_ ~ <k < ~ ~ A). (13.2) 
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Put B = {(0~ (z, s))_o~ < k < ~ ~ A}. The shift-invariance of A yields the second step in 
{O,,(z, s)E B} = {(0 . . . .  (z, s))_ ~ <k< ~ ~ A} = {(0~(z, s))- ~. <k < ~ 6 A} = B. 
Thus by Proposition 13.1, B is in J .  Thus {(0s~(Z, S))_~<k<~A} is in J .  Since 
P2 = P~ on J this implies (13.2). 
We are now ready to apply Theorem B.1. Let Y=(YR)-~<k<~ and 
Y' = ( Y~)- ~ < k < ~ be two-sided random sequences with state space (H ® K, ~¢g ® ~,~), 
Y with the distribution on the left-hand side of (13.2) and Y' the distribution on the 
right-hand side of (13.2). Since (13.2) holds for invariant A the condition (a) in 
Theorem B.1 is satisfied and the limit result (7.2) in Theorem 7.1 follows immediately 
from (b) while (c) yields the existence of a 1~ with the same distribution as Y and an 
M such that Y shifted by M has the same distribution as Y'. 
It remains to complete the proof of Theorem 7.2. Extend the probability space 
supporting 1~ and M to support a random variable V which is uniform on [0, 1) and 
independent of 17 and M. Define first (Z °, S°) = I)o and then (2, S) = O_v~o(Z °,S°). 
Now (Z °, S °) has the distribution P2((Z °, S °) e -) and thus, by Theorem 3.2, (Z, S) has 
the distribution P2 ((Z, S)e "). Moreover, 0~ (2, S) = Y~ which has the same distribu- 
tion as Y~, i.e. the distribution P~ ((Z °, S°)e .). 
13.2 Proof of the limit result (7.2 °) in Theorem 7.1 
We shall apply the shift-coupling result of Theorem 7.2. Note first that 
-Ioc, l^h < ~E1 {O,+~O~M(Z,S)~.}ds- rE1 {O,+,(Z,S)~'}ds_< ISMIA h. 
Then take expectation and total variation norm and use the stationarity of (Z, S) 
under P2 to obtain the following shift-coupling inequality 
sup-o~<t<~l h-I f f  P~ (Ot+s(Z°,S°)e')ds- P2((Z,S)e') <_ 2E[lSu/hl A 1]. 
Sending h ~ ~ yields (7.2 °) due to bounded convergence. 
14. A simulation application 
Consider the problem of generating a cycle-stationary process when it is known 
how to generate its time-stationary dual according to the first relationship. Here is 
a solution in the case when there is a constant a > 0 such that PI(Xo > a) --- 1. 
Recursively, for n > h 
1. Generate (Z", S") with distribution P1 ((Z °, S°)e "). 
2. Generate U" uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and independent of (Z", S"). 
3. Continue until M = inf{n: U" < a/X~}. 
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This acceptance/rejection algorithm yields 
E[ f (Z  M, SM)] = SE l f (Z" ,  S") 1 {M = n}] 
= ZE[f(Z",  S")I {U" _< a/X~}]P(M > n - 1) 
= E[ f (Z ' ,  S')a/X~] E[M] 
= E, [ f (Z  °, S°)/Xo]/E, [1/Xo]. 
Comparing this and (4.1) shows that (Z M, S M) is a copy of the cycle-stationary 
process. 
Conversely, suppose it is known how to generate the cycle-stationary process and 
that there is a c < ~ such that P1 ° (Xo < c) = 1. Recursively, for n > 1: 
1. Generate (Z", S") with distribution Pf  ((Z °, S°)e .). 
2. Generate U" uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and independent of (Z", S"). 
3. Continue until M = inf{n: U" < X~/c}. 
4. Generate U uniform on [0, 1). 
Then, by acceptance/rejection, (Z M, S M) has distribution PI((Z °, S°)e ") and thus 
O_vxg(Z M, S 1~) is a copy of the time-stationary process. 
Finally, the problem of generating a time-stationary process can be reduced to that 
of generating the time-stationary delay: 
1. Generate Y with distribution P1 (So e "). 
2. Generate (Z", S") with distribution P~ ((Z °, S°)~ .). 
3. Continue until M = inf{n: X~ > Y}. 
Then, by acceptance/rejection, we have 
P((Z u, SU)~'[ Y= s) = P~ ((Z °, S°)e' [Xo > s) 
and thus, due to Theorem 6.1, 0_ r(Z u, S M) is a copy of the time-stationary process. 
The above simulation procedure was presented in Asmussen et al. (1993) for 
wide-sense regenerative processes. That paper also contains an algorithm for generat- 
ing a finite state space Markov chain and a general discussion on possibilities and 
impossibilities in stationarity simulation. 
Appendix A: Coupling a family of distributions 
Theorem 6.5 relies on the following general coupling result. 
Theorem A.I. Let/at, t ~ (0, 0o], be probability measures on an arbitrary space. Then, 
with ^ denoting reatest common component, 
/\,_<~< ~./a~ T/a~ ast~oo (A.1) 
and only if there is a probability space (~, ~,  P) supporting random elements Yt, 
t ~(0, oo], and a positivefinite random variable M such that each Yt has distribution/at 
and 
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Y,= Y~ for t > M. (A.2) 
Proof. Suppose (A. 1) holds and put Vo = 0 and vt = /x . . . . . .  /~ for t ~ (0, ~] .  Let IV., 
1 < n < ~;  V,, 0 < t < ~;  and M be independent random elements defined on 
a probabil ity space (f2, ~ ,  P). Let M be strictly positive integer valued with distribu- 
tion 
/ ' (m = n) = II v. H - Iq v . _ ,  II, I _< n < ~;  
(here [1"11 denotes total mass) note that M is finite due to (A.1). Let the distribution of 
IV, be 
P(W.~' )=(v . -v . -1 ) / (Hv .  I I -L]v.- lk]) ,  1 <n< ~,  
and the distribution of V, be 
t ' (V ,e  . )  = (~,  - v . l ) / (1  - IIv,~ll). 0 < t < ~.  
Put Y~ = W~ and, for te(0, ~),  
Y,= WMor V~ according asM<t  orM>t .  
Thus (A.2) holds and Yt has the desired distribution since for t < 
P(Yt~ ") = 2 ((Vk-- Vk--l)/(llVkll - I lVk-1]I))P(M = k) 
I _<k<[O 
+ (Oat - vtt~)/(1 - II vvl [I))P(M > It]) 
= Z (vk - -vk  1 )+~, - -v , l  
t _<k_<[O 
= ,//t 
while for t = ,~ 
P(Y~6 . )  = 
l<k<~ 
((Vk -- Vk- 1)/(]b Vk ql -- ]h Vk- 1 ]h))P(M = k) 
Conversely suppose (A.2) holds. Then, for t < ~:,  
P(Y~' ,M <t )=P(Y~' ,M <t )<#s,  s>t ,  
(vk - vk- 1 ) 
I _< k < -/- 
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from which it follows that 
P(Y~oe ' ,M <_ t)<_ At<s<~lA  s. 
Sending t-~ ~ yields 
#o0 -< limi~o ^ ,_<~< ~p~. 
Since Illim,~® A~<.~< ~p~ll < 1 the inequality must be an identity, i.e. (A.1) is estab- 
lished. 
Appendix B: Shift-coupling two-sided sequences 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 rely on the following shift-coupling result. This is a two-sided 
version of a result for one-sided sequences established in part by Berbee (1979) and in 
part by Aldous and Thorisson (1993). (Note that we do not need any restrictions on 
the state space here while in the one-sided case Polishness is assumed.) 
Let (t2, ~-, P) be a common probability space supporting all random elements in 
this Appendix. Let Y= (Yk)-co<k<oo and Y '= (Y/~)-a~<k<~ be random sequences 
with a general state space (G, if) with distribution/~ and/ / ,  respectively. Let 0, be the 
shift mapping O,(yk)- o~ <k< ~o = (Y,+k)- ~ <k< ~ and J be the shift-invariant a-algebra 
on (G, if) -+ ~, i.e. 
J=  {B~ff+-®: O~-I B = B, - oo <n< oo}. 
A couplin# of Yand Y' (and of/~ and/z') is a pair of sequences ]7and ]7' such that ]Thas 
distribution /~ and ]7' has distribution //. An event C is a coupling event for the 
coupling if 
]7 = ]7' onC.  
The total variation norm of p - / z '  is 11 ~ - /~ '  I1 = 2 sup^ ~ ±-(# (A) --/~' (A)). A coup- 
ling event C is maximal if I1# - #' II -- 2P(C c) or equivalently: if there is an A ~ c~ _+~ 
such that 
P(]TeA; C c)=0 and P(]7' sAc; C c)=O. 
A maximal coupling event always exists. This is well known but here is a proof: let 
C be an event with P(C) = II ~ ^ ~' ]1, let p(]Te .; C) = ~t ^ /~', put ]7' = ]7"on C and let 
p( ]7~ ., ]7' ~ .; c o) = (~ - ~ ^ ~' ) (~'  - ~ ^ ~ ' ) /p (c° ) .  
A shift-coupling of Y and Y' is a coupling ]7 and ]7' and a random integer M such 
that 0M ]7 = ]7' on { -  oo < M < ~ }. Note that M is allowed to be negative and 
infinite, M is called the shift. 
Theorem B.I. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The distributions of Y and Y' coincide on J ,  
(b) m - l  sup- ~o . . . .  ][~,o<_k <~P(On+k Ye  ") -- ZO<k <mP(O,+k Y' e ")[J ~ O, m ~ oo. 
(c) There exists a shift-coupling of Y and Y' with a finite shift M. 
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Proof. (a)~(c) :  Let no, n~ . . . .  be an ordering of the integers with no = 0. Define 
a sequence of independent triples 
(r(k), r'(k), C(k)),  k = O, 1 . . . . .  
as follows, Let Y(O), Y'(O) be a coupling of Y and Y' with a maximal coupling event 
C(O). Recursively, for k > 1, let Y(k), Y'(k) and C(k) be such that O,k Y(k), Y'(k) is 
a coupling of P(O,~ Y(k - 1) ~. [ C (k - 1)~) and P( Y' (k - 1) 6.  I C (k - 1)c) with maxi- 
mal coupling event C(k); note that this implies that Y(k), Y'(k) is a coupling of 
P(Y(k - 1)e 'DC(k -  1) ~) and P(Y'(k - 1)e.hC(k - 1)c). Put 
L = inf{k > 1: C(k) occurs} 
define 
(Y, Y', M) = (Y(L), Y'(L), nL) on {L < oo}. 
Since the above procedure cuts out in each step new parts of P( Y ~ ") and P( Y' ~ • ) we 
can define P ( / ?~. ,  L =~)  and P (Y 'E  ", L =oo)  to be what remains in the end to 
obtain that ]~ and Y' is a coupling of Y and Y'. Put M =~ on {L =oo}. Clearly 
OM Y = Y' on { - ~ < M < ~ }. Thus it only remains to show that M is finite, i.e. that 
P(L = ~)  = O. 
For that purpose, note that {L = k} is contained in C(k) and thus 0,~ ~" = 1~' on 
{L = k}. This together with {Y6B} = {O,~'eB} for B~J  yields 
{f6B,  L=k}={Y '6B,  L=k},  Be~,  O<_k<~,  
and thus {Y~B, L < ~} = {]~'~B, L < ~},  BeA t , which yields (due to (a)) 
P (Ye  ', L = ~)  = e(Y 'e . ,  L = ~)  on J .  (B.I) 
Now {L = oo} is contained in each C(k) ~, 0 < k < oc, and thus we have (due to the 
maximality) that there are A(k) ~ ff +- o0 such that 
P( f~A(k) ,L=oo)=O,  0_<k<~,  
and 
P(O_.k Y' ~ A (k) c, L = oo) = O, 0 < k < oo. 
With A the union of A(k), 0 <_ k < ~,  this yields 
P(~'eA, L = oo) = 0 
and (since A c is contained in each A(k) ~ and no, n~ .. . .  is an ordering of the integers) 
P(OnY'~AC, L=oo)=O,  - -oo <n<~.  
Let B be the intersection of all O,-1A, -~  <n< ~,  to obtain (note that B is 
contained in A) 
P(~'6B, L=~)=O and P(~"~B c ,L=zc)=O.  
This yields the second identity in 
P(L = oo) = P(YeB,  L = oo) + P(Y' ~B ~, L = ,~) = 0 
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while the first follows from (B.1) and the fact that Be J .  
(c) ~(b) :  Note that 
- - IM]Am< X l{0 ,+k lT¢ '}  - ~ I {O,+kY 'e '}<]M[Am.  
O<k<m 0_<k<m 
Taking expectation and total variat ion norm yields the following shift-coupling 
inequality 
m- l sup-~.<,<oo 0_<~' P(O,+k Ye  ") -- ~, 
k<m 0 </ ,< m 
P(O,+k Y' e ") 
< 2E[ lm/ml  /~ 1]. 
P(Ok Y' e B) 
O_<k<m 
Sending m ~ oo yields (b) due to bounded convergence. 
(b) ~ (a): For  B ~ J we have 
I P (Y6B) -P (Y '6B) [=m- '  o<_k<., ~ P (OkYeB) - -  
<_ m 1 o<_ ~k <.,P(Ok Y6 ") - 
--*0, m --* o0, 
P(Ok Y' e ") 
O~<k<m 
where the last step is due to (b). Thus [P (Y~B)  - P (Y 'eB) [  = 0 for Be J ,  i.e. (a) 
holds. 
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Addendum added in proof 
It is rather straightforward to extend the approach of this paper to d dimensional time 
(sites) using Voronoi cells instead of intervals (i.e., associating to each point the set of 
sites that are closer to that point than to any other point). The only complication is the 
apparent lack of a d-dimensional nalog of cycle-stationarity. All points should be 
equivalent as centers, but how can this be formalized? 
Note that even the Poisson process presents a problem. The standard Palm version 
of a stationary Poisson process can be obtained by simply adding a point at the origin. 
But how can we then move the center to another point without spoiling the distribu- 
tion of the process? 
